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Screening the Modern Girl: Intermediality 
in the Adaptation of Flaming Youth
Sara Ross
In November 1923, First National Pictures released a film 
adaptation of a scandalous bestselling novel, Flaming Youth, in 
which three upper-class sisters flout the conventions of proper 
courtship and girlish chastity held dear by the previous genera-
tion. The novel presents the sisters as examples of the revolution 
in sexual behavior of the modern girl happening in the United 
States and around the world. Record crowds flocked to the the-
ater to see the wild partying, nudity, and sex of the book brought 
to life on screen.
Of course, texts such as these were under close scrutiny for 
the effect that they might have on their audiences’ behavior. 
While they capitalized on public fascination and fears about the 
modern girl, they also developed strategies to tell such stories in 
ways that shielded them from censorship and excessive public 
outcry. Filmmakers were under even greater constraints than 
popular authors when it came to what they could portray.1 Not 
surprisingly, the film version of Flaming Youth had to rework 
and tame the story for the cinematic context, but the contents of 
the novel were still a powerful presence in the film text. Indeed, 
the production history of Flaming Youth demonstrates that the 
strategies which the film industry employed when adapting 
such a text encouraged considerable intermediality. Through its 
production and exhibition context, the film version of Flaming 
Youth offered audiences the opportunity to read the film through 
the lens of the novel’s more controversial and modern vision of 
sexuality and marriage.2
Flaming Youth is a virtual catalog of the strategies the film 
industry employed in this period to handle problematic modern 
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Most of its notorious incidents were rendered through a variety of cinematic techniques 
of atmosphere, performance, and implication, including shooting in silhouette, using 
editing to elide certain events, and leaving out intertitles for some of the characters’ 
spoken dialog (i.e. allowing viewers to lip-read some portions of dialog). The film ver-
sion was also given an ending that provided a much stronger moral lesson than that of 
the novel, in order to justify its many shocking incidents.3
While the film adaptation camouflaged or moralized the novel’s incidents, it also 
made connections to the more daring novel both within the film text and through 
promotional materials. “Sensation-seeking” viewers were encouraged to play a game 
of filling in the blanks based on their knowledge of the novel and of modern mores 
in general. More sensitive or old-fashioned members of the audience were offered a 
viewing position that made plausible a more conservative interpretation of the film’s 
events. The strategy was only partially successful at shielding the film from censor-
ship troubles. Literary adaptations pushed motion picture content beyond acceptable 
boundaries; indeed the initial focus of the Motion Picture Producers & Directors 
Association (MPPDA) was on regulating the adaptation of potentially inflammatory 
literary works. However, Flaming Youth’s tremendous financial success ensured that 
it would be an influential model for later films.
Flaming Youth came to be identified as the film that launched the flapper film cycle 
and its star, Colleen Moore, was credited as the originator of the screen flapper (Fig. 1).4 
The film established the formula and pushed the cycle to the forefront of Hollywood 
production. Writing about Colleen Moore’s 1924 film The Perfect Flapper, Louella 
Parsons said, “You cannot find the word ‘flapper’ in the dictionary, but you can find it 
in nine out of ten comedies. Next to talk of breaking the Volstead Act I am convinced 
that the flapper is the most popular movie subject today.”5 The flapper film maintained 
enormous popularity throughout the decade, and gave Hollywood a new modern female 
type that combined the previously contradictory elements of youth, innocence, and 
sexuality. Flaming Youth can rightly be considered to be among the foundational films 
for the portrayal of modern women on the screen. A case study of the adaptation of 
Flaming Youth yields insight into how filmmakers were able to negotiate a place for 
this popular but controversial figure.
Rapid Adaptation, Intermediality, and the Modern Girl
The context in which audiences viewed the film version of Flaming Youth was 
shaped by the new practice of rapid adaptation of novels. The trend also encompassed 
other popular works such as plays and short stories, taking advantage of the notoriety 
of these works before it had a chance to fade. A pre-sold title had been a vital part 
of selling films almost since the beginning of the industry, but in the early 1920s the 
increase in cooperation between film producers and other media industries gave rise 
to new mutual marketing strategies. Though a variety of works were adapted in this 
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period, the attention garnered by works that focused on the conduct of the modern 
girl made them a natural choice for rapid adaptation. The stories of the emblematic 
chronicler of modern youth, F. Scott Fitzgerald, were among the numerous properties 
adapted from magazines such as Redbook, McClure’s, The Ladies Home Journal, and 
especially the Saturday Evening Post in the early 1920s, and throughout the decade.6 
Fitzgerald’s stories “Myra Meets His Family,” “Head and Shoulders,” and “The Off-
shore Pirate” were adapted as flapper comedies within months of their appearance in 
the Saturday Evening Post.7
The explosion and cross-fertilization of such stories across a variety of media in the 
early years of the 1920s is thus an important context for the release of Flaming Youth. 
More particularly, however, changes in the interaction of the film and publishing in-
dustries would shape the way that the film was presented to the public. Practices such 
as the advance sale of the movie rights of novels and the release of photoplay editions 
or novelizations of motion picture stories simultaneously with the showing of the film 
became widespread in this period. Trade publications for both industries encouraged 
booksellers and theaters to cooperate in their marketing practices, enhancing the in-
termedial environment for the reception of novels and films in the process.8 
▲
Fig. 1. Colleen Moore, the star of Flaming Youth, was credited as the originator 
of the screen flapper. Pressbook image from the collections of the Wisconsin 
Center for Film and Theater Research.
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the Magnificent, and Flaming Youth, all addressing issues of generational conflict and/
or modern youth, as examples of the trend towards rapid adaptation of novels: 
In the past screen versions of popular books usually appeared at least two years after 
the publication of the book. Now the picture productions are being released within a 
few months after the book has attained popularity and publicity. Conspicuous examples 
of this new development are the picture versions now being filmed of “Black Oxen” by 
First National Pictures, Leroy Scott’s “Cordelia the Magnificent,” by Metro, and Warner 
Fabian’s “Flaming Youth,” which will be directed by Jack Dillon.9
Manslaughter (1922), Cecil B. DeMille’s adaptation for Paramount of the 1921 Alice 
Duer Miller novel of the same name, about a jazz mad society girl who kills a police 
officer with her roadster, provides another example. Publisher’s Weekly pointed out the 
opportunities for cross-promotion that rapid adaptation created for bookstores. “No 
bookseller can ignore the theater in these days. . . . Be ready . . . “Manslaughter” as a 
popular copyright and as a movie came out on about the same date in several cities. It 
was a sad oversight on the bookseller’s part if he didn’t sell well on the book.”10
A photoplay edition of a novel, which included images from the film version and 
often an endorsement by its star, went still further in merging the products of pub-
lishers and film producers. For example, in January 1923, Publisher’s Weekly noted 
the release of the photoplay edition of Prodigal Daughters, a Joseph Hocking flapper 
novel, prior to the release of the film. The photoplay edition included an introduction 
“written” by the film’s star, Gloria Swanson. Publisher’s Weekly reported that Famous 
Players-Lasky was giving “unusual emphasis to the bookselling possibilities of the tie-
up” in its promotional campaign for Prodigal Daughters:
The company has sent copies of the book to all of its branch offices with instructions to use 
them in getting window displays in connection with the local showing of the picture. The 
producers are also furnishing the publisher and booksellers the dates of whatever advance 
bookings that have been arranged (sic). In addition to all this the Famous Players-Lasky 
Corporation is running articles about the book and film in newspapers and trade maga-
zines. There will be a concentrated, country-wide campaign of publicity and advertising 
just before the general release date—April 15.11
Putting books and films before the audience at or near the same time and creating 
photoplay editions did more than simply generate mutual advertising. It also encour-
aged a closer association of the content of the two forms of a story. One result was that 
film producers could take advantage of the greater latitude accorded to written works 
in their exploration of the controversies surrounding the modern girl. Warner Bros.’ 
adaptation of F. Scott Fitzgerald’s The Beautiful and Damned (1921), released in January 
1923, provides a good example. The company played upon the reputation of the book 
and its author and exaggerated how daring the film was in its marketing, borrowing the 
novel’s atmosphere of modernity while playing it safer with the film itself.
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modern novels and stage plays at the center of its strategy with seven carefully chosen 
films based on high profile recent works.12 Their second release of the seven was The 
Beautiful and Damned, which chronicled the degeneration of a flapper and her prof-
ligate young husband. Following his electrifying debut novel This Side of Paradise, 
Fitzgerald’s widely anticipated second novel was both a critical and commercial success, 
and was serialized in Metropolitan magazine.13 
“Just how wild a wild party can be is shown in this picture, presenting a contrast 
between the upright puritanical ways of the older generation and the giddiness of the 
new,” the press sheet promised.14 However, the novel’s explicit incidents and morally 
ambiguous tone presented a problem for the film version. The Photoplay review of 
The Beautiful and Damned noted how the film tamed the story. It gave high praise 
to Fitzgerald, calling him “the historian of the modes and manners of our day.” “If he 
depicts life as a series of petting parties, cocktails, mad dancing and licker-on-the-hip, 
it is because he sees our youthful generation in these terms.” The review complains, 
however, that much of Fitzgerald’s vision of the complex glamour and menace of 
modern youth has been boiled down to a moral message of regeneration in the film 
version. It concludes, however, that “all the mechanics of passable direction can not 
dull the edge of Fitzgerald’s fresh viewpoint.”15
Warner Bros. was certainly at pains to give its film the aura of Fitzgerald’s viewpoint, 
even if the content of the novel was inevitably watered down. As with its six other 
releases that season, it used the notoriety of the author to pre-sell The Beautiful and 
Damned to distributors and played up Fitzgerald’s name in advertising and promotion. 
Its press sheet for the film proclaimed, “no novel published within the past few years 
has created as much discussion as ‘The Beautiful and Damned,’” and further asserted 
that “Fitzgerald’s name is a household word.” In a feature on publicity stunts for The 
Beautiful and Damned, the exhibitors’ trade magazine Moving Picture World reported 
that publicity for the film would make use of “many angles of publicity linking the name 
of F. Scott Fitzgerald, conceded to be one of the most popular of present day authors.” 
Among the reported exploitation accessories were doorknob hangers, stickers, and 
heralds featuring “the exact reproduction of cover design (sic) on the book.”16
Beyond this, Warner Bros. explicitly played on the salacious incidents in the novel. 
One pressbook article seems to imitate Fitzgerald’s writing style, promising that the 
film will reveal “wicked old New York, its unsavory dives, its white lights, its cafes and 
cabarets . . . cruel streets thronged with sharpers, criminals, adventurers, and demi 
mondaines, where harlot and virgin jostle each other, where clerk and millionaire rub 
elbows, where beggars gaze enviously at the gorgeous splendor of diamonded over-
dressed ladies.”
17 
Several advertisements reproduced pages from The Beautiful and 
Damned that recount its most risqué incidents. Simulated holes “torn” into the pages 
abruptly interrupt especially interesting passages, with stills from the film inserted in 
their place, as if to suggest that the film would fill in the gaps. The reverse may in fact 
have occurred, as audiences were encouraged to fill in what could not be presented 
on screen with contextual knowledge of Fitzgerald and his novel.
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and Damned, Flaming Youth had much in common with Fitzgerald’s novel. Initially 
released on 25 January 1923, it too was serialized in Metropolitan Magazine, gained 
even greater commercial success and provoked more controversy, and was adapted as 
a film within a year of its release.18 The publisher of Flaming Youth, Boni and Liveright 
(B&L), was known for courting controversy as a way to sell its novels, and for being 
at the forefront of bold new marketing strategies. Its techniques included assertive 
advertising both in print and in new venues such as billboards, cooperation and cross-
promotion with the film industry, and employment of the brand new techniques of 
public relations. These strategies created a buzz of interest and controversy around the 
novel that carried over to the film release. As Warner Bros. did for The Beautiful and 
Damned, First National used the reputation of the novel to create interplay between 
the two texts that opened up broader reading positions for the audience than those 
provided by the film alone.19
“His Kind of Baby”: Flaming Youth, The Novel
The name Warner Fabian was a pseudonym for Samuel Hopkins Adams, the famous 
magazine muckracker and later writer of the story on which It Happened One Night was 
based. The true authorship of Flaming Youth was a closely guarded secret until 1947, in 
part, he later claimed, because he had based it on the diary of a young friend, but also 
clearly to protect his reputation. He realized that Flaming Youth would be a controver-
sial and critically dubious work. “I knew it was a book that could make a helluva lot of 
money,” he later said, “but I didn’t want my name on it.” According to Adams scholar 
Samuel V. Kennedy III, Adams/Fabian brought Flaming Youth to B&L rather than his 
usual publisher, Houghton Mifflin “probably because the Boston firm would not have 
touched it.” By contrast, the book was a perfect fit for Boni and Liverights’ sensational 
catalogue of radical political tracts, Freudian sexual theory, modernist literature, and 
racy bestsellers. Bennet Cerf, who came to work with Liveright in 1923, said “Flaming 
Youth was his kind of baby—a book about the flapper age.”20 The novel generated as 
much money as controversy, going through sixteen printings in 1923 in spite of critical 
pans and general outrage over its contents. The Bookman said, “Indubitably ‘Flaming 
Youth,’ though honest is shocking. We do not like it. It shocks us.”21
This reaction is not surprising, given that Adams used the Fentriss family to explore 
numerous areas of tension regarding changing modern sexuality. These included 
premarital “petting” and sex, the ideology of free love, the existence of lesbian sexual 
desire, the expectation of both emotional and sexual satisfaction in marriage, sexual 
infidelity, and the rights of wives to control their sexuality and have access to abortion. 
Other activities of modern youth that the novel portrays, such as dating and partying 
outside the home, drinking, and consumption of the burgeoning modern media were 
suspect not only in their own right, but also because of their links to these changing 
patterns of sexual behavior.
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them all without abandoning an underlying ideological certainty that true happiness 
comes from monogamous heterosexual marriage. The correctness of the girls’ behavior 
is ultimately measured by the impact on their marital success, which in turn is measured 
not by the social suitability of the match, but by their emotional and sexual compatibility 
with their chosen mates. As Stephanie Coontz has argued of marriage in this period, 
“. . . because the progress of industrialization and democratization had weakened the 
political and economic constraints forcing people to get and stay married, such deep 
intimacy was now seen as the best hope for stability in marriage.” Coontz continues, 
“living ‘happily ever after’ without outside constraints meant that people had to reach 
greater depths of emotional and physical intimacy than had been possible (or necessary) 
in the past. . . . Good sex, the experts argued, was the glue needed to hold marriages 
together now that patriarchy had lost its force.”22 Greater sexual openness before and 
during marriage, the novel hints, might contribute to the achievement of marital hap-
piness. However, it also expresses powerful fears about the difficulties of sustaining 
monogamy in the face of the temptations that resulted from this openness. 
The Fentriss family not only shreds Victorian standards of behavior, it provides a 
rather pessimistic view of modern marital felicity. The family members are watched 
over by their personal physician, Dr. “Bobs” Osterhaut, who carries a torch for Mona, 
the mother of the family. When the story opens, Osterhaut has diagnosed Mona with 
a fatal illness from which she dies about a quarter of the way through the novel. Her 
husband, Ralph, oblivious to his wife’s illness, openly entertains young girls in their 
home and visits his mistress in New York. Mona has had lovers of her own, and has 
been something of a “flapper mother” to her three girls, to whom she is more a friend 
than a revered matriarch. “The trouble with me,” she tells Osterhaut, “is that I was 
born too soon. I really belong with this wild young age that’s coming on the stage just 
as I’m going off; with the girls.”23
Mona leaves behind three daughters who have a “strong magnetism for men” and 
have been indulged in their wild ways (FY, 174). The girls smoke, drink, and throw 
wild jazz parties. In the absence of parental restraint, they get their misguided ideas 
about how to behave from novels, movies, and scandal sheets like Town Topics, and 
they speak frankly about sex in their youthful slang. They not only neck with their 
assorted boyfriends but tease and control them by means of their sexual allure. Each 
sister has characteristics of a particular type of modern girl and each has her own 
shocking trajectory.
Constance, who is twenty-two at the start of the novel, is “the beauty”; seductive and 
“heavy lashed.” Early in the novel, she gets drunk at a party and spends the night in a 
man’s room. Afterwards, she says, “anything might have happened,” as she has suffered 
a black-out (FY, 51). She marries the man, Fred, shortly after, and his drinking and 
lack of money and her profligate spending soon trouble their marriage. She begins a 
romance with Cary Scott, an old flame of her mother’s, who is also married, but he is 
ultimately seduced away from her by her more interesting little sister, Patricia.
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She repeatedly states her lack of interest in men, considers it a “rotten nuisance” that 
they want to kiss her, and ask her mother if this makes her “abnormal” (FY, 65 and 
90). The hint of her lesbianism is never fully explored, however, and she falls in love 
with an electrician named Stanley whose family has lost all of their money. Dee is the 
center of one of the most talked about incidents in the novel, when a group of partiers 
take advantage of a power outage to do some co-ed skinny-dipping. She is shamed 
when Stanley arrives and fixes the lights just in time to see her walking naked towards 
the pool. Stanley stills loves her in spite of her transgression, but with the example of 
Constance’s unhappy marriage in front of her, she marries a rich man, Jimmy, instead. 
Jimmy reneges on an agreement that they can be husband and wife in name only, and 
Dee refers to their marriage as “White slave stuff, on the respectable side!,” indicat-
ing that he forces her to have sex (FY, 225). To her disgust she becomes pregnant, 
and, with little sister Pat’s help, she has a dangerous illegal abortion. She later makes 
plans to run away with Stanley. However, when Jimmy is crippled trying to save a child 
from a car accident, she stands by him, refusing to leave with Stanley in spite of her 
love for him.
Patricia is the most truly flapperish of the three girls. At the novel’s beginning, she 
is an awkward, outspoken fifteen year old, flat chested and bobbed haired, with “the 
passion of rhythmic movement in her blood” (FY, 36). Early on, she sneaks out of her 
room into a jazzy party at the Fentriss home and has her first ardent kiss. It is the first 
of her many “petting parties” (FY, 58) and she comes to have a reputation as a “tease” 
of “precarious virginity” (FY, 99). Her sexual experimentation comes to a climax when 
she has premarital sex with Cary Scott. The scene is written elliptically and euphemisti-
cally, but the fact that they have become lovers is indicated repeatedly and very clearly 
after the fact. Pat is not “ruined” by having sex, nor is she remorseful. Immediately 
afterward she “pants” that “‘I’m not sorry! I’m not! I’m not! I’m glad!’” (FY, 246).
Scott loves her and vows to leave his wife for her, but she declares that she is not 
ready to marry. She takes up with a bohemian violinist, Leo Stenak, who doesn’t be-
lieve in marriage, and plans to run off with him to Boston, but changes her mind about 
“slumming” with the unkempt musician at the last minute. She next becomes engaged 
to a young football player from her “own set,” but breaks the engagement when she 
realizes that she is in love with Cary Scott. Cary returns to her, and she questions him 
about whether her experimentation with other men has any impact on his love for 
her. He assures her that, even if she had gone through with the affair with Stenak, it 
would have had no effect on his devotion to her. The novel’s last lines encapsulate its 
ambivalent attitude regarding the consequences of the new sexuality. Given her earlier 
resistance to marriage, Cary offers Patricia a one-month trial marriage to make sure 
that they are compatible. Pat replies, “‘Let’s make it twenty years instead of a month. 
But, oh, Cary darling!’ Her eyes darkened, brooded, dreamed, grew somber, subtle, 
prophetic as she gave voice to her warning. ‘As a husband you’ll have to be a terribly 
on-the-job lover. There are so many men in the world!’” (FY, 336).
It is notable that Pat was widely accepted as a sympathetic heroine in spite of her 
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ish. An important device in this regard is the repeated assertion of the innocence and 
naturalness that motivates her actions in spite of her frank sexuality. It is also important 
that she ultimately relinquishes most of her modern ideas in favor of conventional mar-
riage, in spite of her half joking warning to Scott to keep her satisfied. These strategies 
of suggesting the flapper’s underlying innocence and providing a moral ending were 
key to subsequent representations of the flapper both in print and on film.
Another narrative device that shields Flaming Youth is the character of physician 
“Bobs” Osterhaut, who serves as the voice of moral indignation over the girls’ behavior. 
Mona, who is a believer in spiritualism, makes him promise to write letters to her after 
her death, telling her about the girls. In the letters, which provide readers with peri-
odic exposition, he details his concerns about the girls’ conduct. He also occasionally 
confronts them when they “go too far,” as when Pat helps Dee to obtain her abortion. 
Osterhaut also seems to speak with the authority of the author, as the ficticious Warner 
Fabian is also identified as a family physician and the books’ foreword implies that he 
is disguising the identity of actual patients.24 The novel opens with a scathing (and titil-
lating) indictment of the excesses of the modern woman written from the perspective 
of this fictitious doctor.
This device of portraying Fabian as a doctor making a moral commentary on the 
girls’ behavior was also employed in the marketing campaign by Boni and Liveright. 
The ads for Flaming Youth list the shocking attributes that the novel ascribes to the 
modern girl, and then state, “Everyone is asking, WHO IS WARNER FABIAN who 
thus indicts woman?”25 The novel thus offers reading positions for both identifica-
tion with and condemnation of the Fentrisses’ behavior. That the novel gives a happy 
ending to an unabashed and unrepentant Patricia, however, is a strong indication that 
condemnation was by no means its dominant impulse, a fact that no doubt contributed 
to the shocked reaction that it generated.
“It’s Not As Bad as the Book”: Flaming Youth, The Film
First National promptly snapped up Flaming Youth for adaptation, correctly antici-
pating that its notoriety would translate to success at the box office. As a Wid’s Weekly 
review stated, “With this title and the word-of-mouth discussion that has developed 
around a racy book of this type, you certainly can figure on plenty of business with 
this.”26 Flaming Youth delivered. The film did record business at many theaters, and it 
appeared on several lists of top box office performers for 1923 and 1924. It was named 
number two of ten “Outstanding Box Office Attractions” for 1923 by Film Daily and 
appeared among distributors’ lists of the “10 Best Box Office Titles” for two years 
running.27 More importantly for First National, it gave the company an exceedingly 
valuable commodity in the form of the first true flapper star.
First National was star hungry in 1923, particularly for the kind of star that would 
bring in young audiences. The production company was formed in 1917 by a group of 
key exhibitors as a way to expand their business vertically and thereby break Paramount/
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ter of the biggest stars. First National lured Charlie Chaplin away from Mutual in 1917 
and Mary Pickford from Famous Players-Lasky in 1918, and went on obtaining prime 
producing and acting talent over the next several years.28 However, as it continued to 
expand production in the early 1920s, it lost a number of top stars, including Chaplin 
and Pickford, who left for United Artists when their contracts were up in 1922.
At the time, Colleen Moore was an up-and-coming featured player with a gift for 
comic performance who lacked a distinctive star persona. The industry’s flirtation with 
the flapper character over the preceding two years had built to the point that Para-
mount was willing to cast a major star like Gloria Swanson in a flapper role in Prodigal 
Daughters, but as yet no one had made the flapper character their own.29 Moore’s 
casting as a winsome version of the flapper allowed her to do just that. With her new 
“Dutch bob,” Moore had a modern look to match her modern role. The Boston Post 
reported that “Miss Moore as Pat has the role of the most modern of flappers—cynical, 
sophisticated, frank, and daring. This is an entirely different characterization from 
anything Miss Moore has done before.”30 Flaming Youth launched Moore’s rapid ascent 
to the top of the box office, so that by 1926 she was the top performing female star.31 
First National’s interests were thus not simply to exploit Flaming Youth for a one time 
profit, but to use it to launch a new star. Moore’s later success relied upon keeping the 
star and her characters sympathetic to a wide variety of audience members. From the 
beginning, First National found strategies to balance Moore’s star persona between 
“modern” and “innocent.” Among these was the use of intermediality to make her films 
suggest more than they actually showed.32
Not even Colleen Moore’s genius for imbuing the flapper’s “naughty” behavior with 
an aura of innocence could have made Patricia Fentriss, as portrayed in the novel, 
acceptable for the screen incarnation of the story. Based on surviving materials, the 
film version of Flaming Youth toned down the events of the novel and reworked them 
using strategies distinctive to cinema.33 Interestingly, however, the only major events 
of the novel that were completely eliminated were Jimmy’s marital rape of Dee and 
her subsequent abortion, which do not appear in any extant version of the film adapta-
tion. The studio synopsis still indicates that Pat is “notorious in her set because of her 
promiscuity,” that she refuses Scott’s first offer of marriage on the grounds that it “will 
spoil romance,” and that Leo Stenak “asks all that love implies without marriage.”34 
Other controversial incidents, such as Connie and Fred’s premarital night together 
and Dee’s affair with Stanley, remain in implied and/or vestigial forms or are given 
different emphases.
Despite this toning down, the film version used various strategies to evoke associa-
tions with the more daring novel. The shooting script has the film opening with an 
expository title that is a shortened version of the provocative diatribe against modern 
women that opens the novel. This is followed by the main title, which is described 
as follows: “Title superimposed over the cover, or one of the front pages of Flaming 
Youth.” The shooting script also indicates the filmmakers’ intentions to suggest with 
atmosphere and characterization what they could not show explicitly. For example, 
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script include: “Introducing Ralph Fentriss and characterizing him as indifferent to 
the fact that he’s married”; “Nothing of dissipation, in the sense of the word —actual 
drunkenness—here; but youth and vitality capable of absorbing a lot and showing it 
only in flushed faces and half-closed eyes (Fig. 2). The liquor and rhythm of the dance 
has worked upon their temperaments variously”; and simply, “Get over atmosphere of 
Flaming Youth at a party.”35
In addition to creating the general atmosphere suggested by the novel, the film-
makers had to decide how to handle the novel’s well-known incidents. The notorious 
skinny-dipping scene followed an interesting path. It is absent from the shooting script, 
but appears in the surviving portion of the film print, and in fact is the subject of con-
siderable stylistic emphasis. Though the reason for the absence of such an important 
scene from the shooting script can only be the subject of speculation in the absence 
of further information, this may indicate some degree of hesitation about including 
this scene in the film version.
As it exists in the surviving print, Dee is not the center of the scene, as she is in 
the novel, nor are any of the Fentriss girls directly involved. Pat attends the party at 
which the swim takes place, but she becomes alarmed at the escalating wildness of 
the guests and asks her companion to take her home before the actual skinny-dipping 
occurs. Her behavior here is quite inconsistent with that of Pat in the novel, who is 
portrayed as fearlessly modern and at the heart of every bit of revelry. With the pro-
tagonist/star thus distanced from the skinny-dipping, it is further buffered by stylistic 
choices that render the scene ambiguous. A picture title that opens the scene shows 
figures in silhouette jumping into a pool, which might serve to alert those familiar with 
the novel that the nude swim is in the offing. After some further scenes of drunken 
partying, a young man says in a dialog title, “I vote to light up the swimming pool and 
take a plunge—any way we like!” The partiers are then shown in silhouette and from 
a distance, casting aside their clothes, cavorting wildly around the pool and leaping 
in. Without knowledge of the novel, it is not clear that a viewer of the scene would 
necessarily identify the implied nudity.
Similarly, Pat’s premarital sex with the married Cary Scott, which is explicit in the 
novel, is only implied in the film version. Based on the shooting script, the film uses 
the familiar device of an ellipsis to imply the sex act.36 In a scene set on the porch of 
the Fentriss home, Cary is alone with Pat, who is described as wearing a “silk, clinging, 
lounging robe.” Shot 507 in the shooting script runs as follows: “Cary clinches (sic) 
his fists—tries his best to resist her—slowly comes toward her. Her arms go up over 
his shoulders. He clasps her passionately to him. His lips find hers.” A fade out to the 
passionate playing of the violinist Leo Stenak marks an ellipsis, after which we return 
to find Cary expressing his regret that he is not free to marry Pat.37 There is a similar 
ellipsis in the novel, so that the actual act of sex is not described. However, the novel 
confirms what has occurred between the two through later repeated and clear refer-
ences to Pat and Cary having been lovers.
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In the novel, Pat also confesses that she is not a virgin to her fiancé Monty. In 
a parallel scene in the shooting script, in which Pat asks Monty about his past, the 
implication of Pat and Cary’s affair, though present, is more oblique, and requires lip 
reading on the part of the audience to fill in all the blanks. Monty admits that there 
has “been someone else” and Pat states that there has been for her, too. The shooting 
script indicates that Monty replies to her, but without a dialog title, “You don’t mean—
My God, Pat!” and that Pat nods her head. At his outraged reaction, her subsequent 
dialog title states, “Do you mean to tell me that what’s all right for you is all wrong for 
me—that you expect me to forgive you when you wouldn’t forgive me?”38 Relying on 
lip-reading for a bit of Monty’s most telling dialog is a fairly thin disguise for what has 
passed between the two. Unlike the novel, however, the scene does leave the question 
of what exactly it means that there has “been someone else” up to the imagination of 
the viewer, even if not much imagination is required.
One of the most significant changes from the novel with regard to sexual politics 
and narrative structure is the handling of Pat’s near affair with Leo Stenak. In neither 
version does she go through with her intention to “run away” with the passionate free 
love advocate. In the novel, however, her decision is made at the last minute as she pulls 
into the train station in Boston and sees Stenak waiting on the platform. She changes 
her mind not on moral grounds, but because she suddenly sees him as “uncouth” and 
“greasy” compared with the immaculate and classy Cary Scott. On a whim, instead 
of getting off the train to keep their rendezvous, she simply remains on the train and 
returns home (FY, 293–94). 
The film version, again as indicated in the shooting script, moves the affair with 
Stenak to the end of the story and recasts it as a typical episode of virtue under threat 
▲
Fig. 2. The shooting script for Flaming Youth indicated that its party scenes should not show actual drunken-
ness but “youth and vitality capable of absorbing a lot and showing it only in flushed faces and half-closed 
eyes.” Pressbook image from the collections of the Wisconsin Center for Film and Theater Research.
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Pat to go for a cruise on a friend’s yacht. Once he has her at sea, he asks her to “steal 
away to a land where there are no laws and rules and things—where we can be free!” Pat 
becomes frightened and struggles with Stenak, who grabs her and kisses her. Breaking 
free, she locks herself in a stateroom. He begins to chop down the door with an axe, at 
which point Pat “falls to her knees on the floor in the attitude of prayer.” In terror, she 
finally climbs through a porthole, swims away, and is rescued by a boatman.
Her swim and her loss of “the will to live” bring on a brain fever, from which she is 
only rescued by the return of Cary Scott. The shooting script ends with the final line of 
the novel, in which Pat warns Scott that he’ll have to be a “terribly on the job lover.” The 
line is given an entirely different tone, however, by the preceding melodramatic scene. 
The affair with Stenak, rather than being one of the protagonist’s passing romances, 
serves to punish Pat for her transgression and teach her a lesson before she is rescued 
by true love and brought back into the family fold. As with The Beautiful and Damned, 
the film version removes much of the moral flexibility of the novel and requires that 
the heroine undergo a marked redemption. Though both the novel and the shooting 
script end with the promise of a conventional marriage, the shooting script thus leaves 
a much stronger impression of a moral lesson than the novel.
There is, however, one more level of meaning generated for the adaptation of 
Flaming Youth that must be considered in assessing the reading position offered to 
audiences for the film version of this story. Promotion for Flaming Youth provided First 
National and the film’s exhibitors with further opportunities to open up intermedial 
play with the novel. In some cases they provided additional encouragement to those 
audience members who knew the novel to fill in the gaps with regard to the Fentriss 
sisters’ illicit activities, perhaps dampening the effectiveness of the moral lesson at the 
film’s end (Fig. 3).
The most often repeated visual element in promotion of the film, used in advertise-
ments, posters, and billboards, evokes the notorious skinny-dipping scene. It shows an 
(apparently) nude female figure in silhouette about to enter the water. Interestingly, 
this suggests the narrative situation of the novel, in which Dee is caught in the nude 
about to enter the pool, rather than that of the film, which removes the sisters from 
the scene and shifts the focus to a group of anonymous skinny-dippers. Some theaters, 
such as the Majestic Theater in Lacrosse, Wisconsin, found the image to be too daring 
for their audiences and declined to use it. The Metropolitan theater in Atlanta went to 
the other extreme, putting up a 17 by 35 foot sign with the nude silhouette, in black 
against a red and yellow ground. The manager reported long queues due to the fact 
that “a lot of people thought it was a scene from the play.”39 The Latchis Theater in 
Keene Vermont evoked the novel’s use of the family doctor as a voice of authority and 
condemnation in its advertisements for the film. It ran ads stating that city officials 
found the film to be of moral benefit, and included in the text of the ad a Doctor’s 
“Warning to Flappers.”40
Mutual product placement in Flaming Youth and Black Oxen, another First National 
Adaptation of a B&L title, also encouraged viewers to make connections between the 
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films and their originating texts. In Flaming Youth, Colleen Moore, as Pat, is seen 
reading a prominently displayed copy of the novel Black Oxen in one scene. The Wid’s 
Weekly review noted that the film “registered a very good ad for another First National 
picture, ‘Black Oxen,’ when Colleen was shown virtually ‘eating it up.’”41 Clara Bow’s 
flapper character in the film version of Black Oxen is in turn shown reading Flaming 
Youth, and later clutches it defiantly to her chest as her old-fashioned grandmother 
scolds her for her wild behavior.42
Other exploitation strategies called more explicitly for audiences to create associa-
tions through knowledge of the book. The Strand Theater in Milwaukee placed a large 
book against the box office rail, with the advice “not to open the book and read page 
305 unless a shock was desired.” Page 305 of the initial edition of the novel involves a 
conversation between Pat and Dr. Osterhaut about her sexual encounter with Cary and 
her refusal to marry him.43 Moving Picture World held up this strategy as an example 
for other exhibitors to emulate. It reported that, “Of course there was no page 305 in 
the display and the curious had to hurry off to some book store and get a copy of the 
story and having gone to all that trouble, most of them were firmly sold on the idea 
of seeing the play on the screen as well.” Those who went to the trouble of pursuing 
this lead were also certain to interpret Pat’s relationship with Cary as a sexual one. 
The Moving Picture World article advised that exhibitors should consider carefully 
whether this “‘shocking’ angle” was best for their house, but added that it would be 
sure to sell tickets.44
▲
Fig. 3. The pressbook for Flaming Youth included provocative images that called upon potential spectators’ 
knowledge of the more daring novel. In formulating their campaigns, exhibitors made their own decisions 
about whether such images were appropriate for their audiences. Pressbook image from the collections of 
the Wisconsin Center for Film and Theater Research.
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awareness of the novel in selling the film. He stated that, “Flaming Youth is a wonderful 
box office attraction if advertised truthfully. It is not as bad as the book, but people think 
it will be, so advertise it that way and they will come and the picture is good enough to 
send them away satisfied.” Moving Picture World added, “In other words, the sensation 
seekers will think that the statement that the story has been modified is camouflage and 
will come, but the manager has his fingers crossed and they can’t kick.”45 This revealing 
comment indicates that Moving Picture World credited “sensation seekers” among the 
audience with a rather sophisticated understanding of the game that the film industry 
was playing in attempting to have their sensation and hide it, too.
Ultimately, their game was a mixed success when it came to Flaming Youth. By 
turning the explicit events of the novel into implication and atmosphere, adding 
some elements of old school melodrama and a moral lesson, and relying on audience 
knowledge of the novel to fill in any gaps, First National made it somewhat harder for 
the censorious to point their fingers at the film. However, many reviewers and, the 
evidence suggests, general audience members as well, weren’t convinced of the film’s 
innocence. The Seattle Board of Theatre Censors took the extreme position, arrest-
ing theater manager Leroy V. Johnson on a charge of “exhibiting a motion picture of 
objectionable nature,” for showing the film.46
The gap between the film’s incidents and its “moral” ending was not lost on many 
viewers, and much of their attitude toward the film depended on which of these was 
given greater weight. For example, the Isis Theater in Houston, Texas ran advanced 
screenings of the film for censors and citizens’ groups. Moving Picture World reported, 
“The censors saw nothing objectionable in the picture, since they looked for the les-
son, but the head of a local society said it was naughty-naughty, since he saw only the 
incidents.” Playing on the controversy as a selling point, “the theater paralleled the 
opinions in the newspaper advertising and left it to the public. . . .”47
In New Brunswick, New Jersey, according to the New Brunswick Home News, 
“showing of the motion picture, ‘Flaming Youth,’ starring Colleen Moore, at a local 
theatre has provoked a storm of protest.” The reception of the film there crystallizes 
two possible reactions on the part of the older generation. The members of a local 
women’s club were given a private showing of the film prior to its public exhibition 
and were scandalized, declaring that “it is not a fit picture for young people to see.” 
However, the Mayor of New Brunswick, who also attended the screening, refused to 
heed the women’s request that permission to show the picture be denied, saying that 
he could see nothing wrong with the film. “‘It is just what goes on in every day life,’ 
he said.”48
When “what goes on in everyday life” is changing dramatically it inevitably raises 
profound challenges with regard to how everyday life will be represented in the popular 
media. In the early 1920s, the film industry seized on the furor over the modern girls’ 
demands for sexual liberty and fulfillment inside and outside of marriage to introduce 
not only new subject matter, but new modes of addressing its diverse audience. So-
cial upheaval in this period coincided with the media industries’ movement toward 
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intermediality. The film industry used this to generate layered meanings beyond the 
confines of the film text, encouraging bold viewers to see through the camouflage with 
which it sought to appease more traditionalist audience members. With Flaming Youth, 
through a smokescreen of melodramatic conventions and moral lessons, it delivered a 
strikingly modern conception of sexuality and marriage to the big screen.
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